TECHNICAL ART HISTORY COLLOQUIUM

Production, Use and Conservation of Écorché Models

Date:

Thursday 26 September 2019

Time:

14.45 - 17.00

Location:

Foyer, Rijksmuseum Boerhaave

Address:

Lange St. Agnietenstraat 10, Leiden

Registration:

https://rijksmuseumboerhaave.nl/te-zien-te-doen/TechnicalArt-History-Colloquia/

Admission:

With museum entrance ticket or MJK/ICOM/student card

14:45 – Doors open
15:00 – Welcome and introduction by Ad Maas (Rijksmuseum Boerhaave)
15:05 – ‘Flayed: The Écorché Body in 18th Century Art and Anatomy’, dr. Marieke Hendriksen (UU)
15:35 – ‘Skinned: 19th Century Animal Écorché Models’, Bart Grob (Rijksmuseum Boerhaave)
16:05 – Discussion
16:20 – Guided tour of the museum
17:00 – Museum closes

The Technical Art History Colloquia are organised by Sven Dupré (Utrecht University and University of Amsterdam, PI
ERC ARTECHNE), Arjan de Koomen (University of Amsterdam, Coordinator MA Technical Art History), Abbie Vandivere
(University of Amsterdam, Coordinator MA Technical Art History & Paintings Conservator, Mauritshuis, The Hague),
Erma Hermens (University of Amsterdam and Rijksmuseum) and Ann-Sophie Lehmann (University of Groningen). The
Technical Art History Colloquia are a cooperation of the ARTECHNE Project (Utrecht University and University of
Amsterdam), the Netherlands Institute for Conservation, Art and Science (NICAS), the University of Amsterdam and the
Mauritshuis. The ARTECHNE project has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant agreement No 648718).

This edition of the Technical Art History Colloquium is organised in collaboration with
Rijksmuseum Boerhaave: two lectures will focus on the production, use and conservation of
écorché models. Register through the website of the museum (link) - please note that admission
to the museum and the Technical Art History Colloquium is only possible with a valid museum
entrance ticket or a museum card (ICOM, MJK, student card).

Dr. Marieke Hendriksen, Postdoctoral Researcher, Utrecht University

Images of flayed human bodies, so-called écorché figures,
occur with some frequency in artistic and anatomical
handbooks from the sixteenth century onwards. Threedimensional écorché models (‘anatomies’) sculpted in wood or
wax are also occasionally listed in artist’s and collector’s
inventories from this period. However, in the eighteenth
century, écorchés cast in metal or plaster became a massproduced staple in the artist’s workshop and the anatomy
classroom, with one model becoming extremely popular. How
did eighteenth-century artisans of the body, both visual artists
and anatomists, collaborate in the creation of these écorché
models? How were they used, and by whom? Why did one
model in particular, jointly created by a Scottish anatomist and
a Danish artist, become so popular and was reproduced so
often that it became the écorché model?
Michael Henry Spang, wax écorché model,
25cm, ca 1760 © The Hunterian Museum,
Glasgow

Bart Grob, Curator for the History of Medicine and Biology, Rijksmuseum Boerhaave

French physician Louis Thomas Jérôme Auzoux (1797-1880) perfected a manufacturing
process for papier-maché anatomical models. Close links to the medical university of Paris
ensured him of customers and accurate information on anatomical discoveries. His anatomical
models became world famous because of the quality and details of the models. Surprisingly
Auzoux did not only produce human écorchés. In various collections one can find animal écorché
models as well. What could have been Auzoux’ reasons to complete his catalogue with this
specific type of animal models?

Next TAH Colloquium: 24 October 2019

